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These are very basic tutorials on: the UNIX operating system (§1); the Emacs text editor (§2);
and the IDL interface and programming language (§3).1 The information presented here is by no
means comprehensive. I focus on the basics that are necessary for doing research like me. Anything
one learn about UNIX, Emacs, and IDL (in that order of importance) will provide a serious leg-up in
astronomy-related careers. (Python is a much better language to learn than IDL; that tutorial (§4)
is in the pipeline, though really I thought Mark Newman’s Computational Physics Python intro
was great.2 )
In this document, generally, typewriter font is used to differentiate program names (e.g., UNIX)
and commands to be entered into the computer (e.g., cd). (The exception is when typewriter font
is used to represent the prompt: e.g., [computer]$ for the UNIX section.) When the typewriter
font is also italicized , it indicates the part of the command that varies with what the user needs.
For example, cd directory changes the current working directory to the specified directory .
If a user wants to move to a Downloads directory in the home directory, she would enter cd
~/Downloads. When jargon is first introduced, quotes are used and a definition and/or alternative
jargon is given in parentheses.
At the end of this document (§5), there are tables of the most essential commands for UNIX,
Emacs, and IDL, in my humble opinion.

xkcd is “a webcomic of romance, sarcasm, math, and language.” It has an ardent geek/nerd following. Comic #722
explains my life as a researching/teaching astronomer... and why I end up knowing a lot about computers and
programing. If one cursors over any xkcd comic, a message appears. For this original comic,3 the message reads:
“This is how I explain computer problems to my cat. My cat usually seems happier than me.”
1

The most up-to-date version of this document is available at http://guavanator.uhh.hawaii.edu/~kcooksey/
teaching/UnixEmacsIDL_tutorials.pdf.
2
The beginning chapters are available here: http://www-personal.umich.edu/~mejn/computational-physics/.
3
Available at https://xkcd.com/722/.
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The UNIX Operating System

In Jurassic Park (1993), as the velociraptors attacked the control room, 10-year old Lex Murphy realizes she can help
reboot the security system: “It’s a UNIX system! I know this!” She proceeds to fly through a graphical-user interface
(GUI) and select files with mouse-clicks.4 This is one of those moments when Hollywood takes artistic license. Real
computer’s running UNIX OS are generally not graphical or mouse friendly.

This tutorial is organized as follows:
§1.1: Introduction—general information about UNIX and its various manifestations, basics of
navigating and executing commands from a command line.
§1.2: Configuring shell settings—example configuration file for bash, called .bashrc.
§1.3: Moving files and directories between locations—basics of keeping files and directories synced
with rsync between locations, which may be the same computer or different machines.
§1.4: Version control systems–basics of using version control systems CVS, SVN, and Git to track
changes between users and locations.
§1.5: Multiple windows in one terminal—when working remotely on a computer, it may be useful
to turn one terminal session in to multiple windows with screen.

1.1

Introduction

UNIX is a powerful operating system because it lets the user have a lot of control; it also acts like a
programming language. This means it is “dangerous” because the user can mess-up fundamental
components (like deleting entire directories without ability to recover them). UNIX has different
flavors or “shells.” What shell is running dictates how the user interacts with the UNIX system.
The most common shells that I’ve run across are: Bourne shell (sh), Bourne-Again shell (bash),
C shell (csh), and TENEX C shell (tcsh). At the level of use outlined in this document, there
4

Watch the clip at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dxIPcbmo1_U.
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shouldn’t be much difference, but bash is my preferred shell so that is the assumed shell.5
Linux uses UNIX under the hood but provides a graphical interface. Therefore, it looks more
like Windows or Mac OSX, and the user can use a mouse. There are different distributions of Linux:
Ubuntu, Fedora, CentOS, etc.
Figure 1: A basic UNIX terminal window and
prompt (or command line). The band across
the top is called the “title bar,” and it may
or may not give useful information.
The
text is the prompt (represented in the text
with [computer]$). The prompt in this case,
[astr394@Lab01 ~]$, is informative: before
the @ is the username; after the @ is the computer name; and the part before the end square
bracket (]) is the current directory, which is the
home directory here (~). The little black box is
where the user can enter commands. This and
other figures with terminal windows look different than the lab computers but one should
ignore that. The commands and outputs will
largely be similar.
In its most basic form, UNIX only has a “command-line” interface. The “command line” (or
“shell prompt”) is where a command or commands are entered and, often, where the results of
the command(s) are “returned” (or shown). A terminal window opens up with a command-line
prompt (see Figure 1). For example, in Figure 2, the user is “in a terminal” or “at a prompt”
on a Linux/Fedora machine. The user enters the command sequence shown and sees the outputs.
Aesthetic differences like font and colors are unimportant and controlled by a configuration file(s),
e.g., .bashrc, .cshrc, etc.
The most salient information for using UNIX:
• UNIX is case sensitive; so IDL is the name of the programming language and interface, while
idl is what one enters in to the computer to open an IDL session.
• A “path” specifies where a given file or directory is. The path can be specified “relative” to
the current location (where the command is being executed from) or in an “absolute” sense.
For example, if I am in the directory /home/astr394/Astr394/quasars/, I can print (cat)
the contents of my shell configuration file (.bashrc),6 which is in my home directory, four
ways:
1. with an absolute path:
[computer]$ cat /home/astr394/.bashrc
2. with a relative path using the “environment variable” for the home directory. Environment variables are distinguished by being preceded by $ and are all caps:
[computer]$ cat $HOME/.bashrc
5

A user can check the shell by typing echo $SHELL at the command line, which tells the computer to print (echo)
the environment variable containing the shell information ($SHELL). My computer would print /bin/bash to show
that it’s running the bash shell. A user can change her shell by entering /bin/shell (e.g., /bin/csh).
6
Yes, the configuration file, .bashrc, starts with a period. By convention, UNIX configuration files start with a
period. For example, one of the things printed when an IDL session starts refers to a .idlstartup file, which is called
right when the IDL session starts, to instantiate variables and call setup codes (see Figure 17).
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Figure 2: The commands and results proceed from left to right, top to bottom in a fresh terminal window (see Figure 1). To see where (in the greater directory structure) a terminal opens,
type pwd and strike enter. On a lab computer, the first terminal opens in the “home” directory
(/home/astr394). The user can see what’s in a directory by entering ls. The colors mean things,
which one can tease out on individually. The user can move to a directory with cd. In this example,
I moved to the class’s directory by entering cd Astr394/. I ls again to see what’s there. In the
lower left terminal, I cd to the quasars/ directory, then ls to see what’s there and pwd to verify
where I am. In the last window, I just cd, which since I did not specify a directory, moves me to
the home directory, which I verified with pwd.
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3. with a relative path using the “twiddle” (~, also called a tilde):
[computer]$ cat ~/.bashrc
4. with a relative path using a series of ../, which each moves up one directory (so one
has to know exactly where one is to use it):
[computer]$ cat ../../.bashrc

•
•

•

•
•

The term “path” really means the directory names preceding the file name. However, loosely,
it means the whole directory-path-plus-file-name.
Command(s) don’t process until enter is struck (if that wasn’t obvious).
In bash, one can use “tab completion” so if one start typing cd ~/ and strikes tab, the
possible completion options will print to screen, which will be the same output as ls in the
upper right panel of Figure 2.
UNIX doesn’t typically care if a command requiring a directory input has the directory
has a forwardslash (/) after it or not. For example, cd ~/ and cd ~ will both return the user
to the home directory.
Previous commands can be accessed by “scrolling” up with the up-arrow key. Once the user
finds the desired command, she can modify it or whatever and strike enter.
If the terminal is ever unresponsive (or “hung”), then striking control-plus-c (also written
C-c) in or “over” that terminal will usually kill whatever process(es) is causing the problem.

I highly recommend the book Visual QuickStart Guide: UNIX by Deborah S. Ray and Eric J.
Ray (ISBN 0-321-17010-5). I got the second edition when I started graduate school in 2003, and
it’s still my go-to UNIX guide.

1.2

Configuring shell settings

In the configuration file in Figure 3, the pound sign (#) indicates a comment. In this example, the
“global” bashrc (no leading period) is called or “sourced”: . /etc/bashrc, if such a file exists ([
-f /etc/bashrc ]). Then some environment variables are set (the export RSYNC RSH=ssh and
export CVS RSH=ssh lines). The block of export commands after the ## IDL stuff comment sets
environment variables that IDL wants (like where different directories of code or data are); often
when there are non-UNIX programs (e.g., IDL or VPFIT), there will be lines to add to the .bashrc
of the specific user. This block ends with two path variables: IDL PATH and PATH. These tell IDL
and the shell, respectively, which directories and in what order to search for codes or executables.
The ## Color prompts lines give color to files, directories, etc. in the terminal figures above (that
in tandem with the ls alias). After ## Aliases are alias definitions (think shortcuts), so the
user doesn’t have to type find . -name *~ -exec rm
to delete all the Emacs temporary save
files (ending in ~). The shortcut is to just type rmbkp, which doesn’t have a corresponding UNIX or
bash command, unlike the aliasing of \rm -i by just rm. To “escape” an alias and revert to the
default command, use a backslash: e.g., \rm. If one is in a terminal and has modified her .bashrc,
it can be sourced: . ~/.bashrc to update the settings in the current terminal/session. Each line
in .bashrc can be entered on a command line to execute it.
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Figure 3: Above is an example bash configuration file (.bashrc) for a specific user (i.e., the file
is located in the home directory). Anything in this .bashrc supersedes any other shell settings
because it is “called last” when the bash session loads.

6
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Moving files and directories between locations

The program rsync enables the smart syncing of contents between directories and/or computers.
The basic syntax is: rsync source destination . First, source and destination can be any
combination of single files, range of files (e.g., using a wildcard to grab all *.fits files), and/or
directories.
Figure 4: In the terminal on the left, the
user has navigated from the home directory to
Spr2014/Astr394/data/quasars. The ls call
prints what’s in the quasars directory. The ls
SDSS/Unnorm command prints what’s in that
directory. The user checks whether rsync is
actually aliased to anything by entering alias
rsync; the output shows that rsync is aliased to
\rsync -ravzu so that any call to rsync will execute the r (recursive), a (archive), v (verbose),
z (zip), and u (update) options. If rsync were
not aliased, nothing or a message would have
printed after the alias call.

Figure 5: The user syncs the SDSS/Unnorm directory to Unnorm just under the quasars directory: rsync SDSS/Unnorm .. The verbose
option prints exactly what’s copied. The user
ls to show that there is now a Unnorm directory in quasars. If the user were to now
rsync in reverse: rsync Unnorm SDSS/. nothing would happen because rsync is aliased so
that it only updates (-u) based on differences
in time stamp (newer gets copied) and the previous rsync preserved time stamps (because it
was using the archive option, -a). The lack of a
trailing forwardslash (/) is very important because that tells rsync to sync the source directory (SDSS/Unnorm) and everything underneath
to preserve the relative organization.
If the user ever wants to test what will change were she to run any given rsync command,
she can use the “dry run” option (-n), for example rsync -n SDSS/Unnorm ., and remember that
rsync already has -ravzu set (so in the terminal above, rsync -n is equivalent to \rsync -ravzu
-n; the parsing of the options doesn’t matter).
The user can rsync between machines by giving the IP address or DNS. For example, if
one wanted to sync a local directory to Guavanator (a server), the command would be: rsync
local dir username @guavanator.uhh.hawaii.edu:path/to/desired/directory/., where any
UNIX command with the username @computer : defaults to the home directory after the colon if
not followed by a backslash (/).
7
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Figure 6: It ran off the terminal screen here,
but the user had ls Unnorm to show that the
contents were the same as in the first window
(from ls SDSS/Unnorm). Next the user syncs
a file qal targ.lst to the new Unnorm directory: rsync qal targ.lst Unnorm/.. A ls
Unnorm/ shows that qal targ.lst is now in
Unnorm.

Figure 7: The user then checks whats in the
Misc directory (ls Misc/) before syncing its
contents to Unnorm: rsync Misc/ Unnorm/..
The trailing forwardslash (/) after Misc tells
rsync to ignore the directory Misc and to
sync just the contents of Misc. Listing the
Unnorm directory now (ls Unnorm/) shows
that
Kathy-53877-2512-141 xc.idl
and
Kathy-53877-2512-141 xc all.idl
were
indeed added to Unnorm.

Figure 8: Off the top of the terminal is the
command: rsync Lines Unnorm/Lines2. The
string of text is the verbose (-v) notes from
rsync. The output from ls Unnorm is shown,
but if the the result of ls Unnorm/Lines2/
were shown, it would not be the contents of
Lines but would show that Lines (including
its subdirectory CVS, because rsync is aliased
to have the recursive option set, -r) had been
synced to Lines2/Lines, where rsync created
the new Lines2 directory. To sync the contents of Lines to a new directory, lets call
it Lines3, under Unnorm, the call would have
to be: rsync Lines/ Unnorm/Lines3. Note
the trailing backslash (/) after Lines (but not
Lines3 because then rsync would complain
that Lines3 doesn’t exist).
There are other options for moving files between different computers: scp (secure copy) or ftp
(file transfer protocol) and its secure version sftp, for example. However, these don’t have all
8
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the niceties and safeties (and restart-ability) of rsync, so are left to the reader of this tutorial to
explore, as necessary.

1.4

Version control systems

Version control refers to tracking changes of files—for one person or many, on one machine or many.
There are various version-control systems (VCS): CVS, SVN, Git, Mecurial, for example. The ones
I use are CVS (Concurrent Version System), SVN (Subversion), and Git (doesn’t stand for anything
but the verb). The command syntax for all are fairly similar. CVS and SVN are centralized VCS,
while Git is a distributed VCS.
The biggest difference between CVS and SVN is that CVS tracks changes to individual files (giving
them version numbers e.g., v1.3) and SVN tracks changes for everything in the repository (defined
below), with repository version numbers (e.g., 3479). This means that files in CVS have a range of
version numbers, while files in SVN have the same number. More importantly, when someone wants
to “roll-back” everything to a particular date (e.g., the last time a whole code base worked), the
person has to know each file’s CVS version number7 or the single SVN version number.
A distributed VCS like Git allows any clone to be an entire repository itself. The repository
is the where the files and their versions are stored. The repository may be on the local computer
or on a distant machine; Git allows it to be in multiple locations (hence distributed), but CVS and
SVN have only one repository (i.e., centralized). Hence, Git is useful for large collaborations where
many people are developing because it can help the various changes be merged (and if a computer
dies, the repository exists elsewhere; for CVS and SVN, if the computer with the repository dies,
there may be serious problems.)
1.4.1

Using CVS and SVN

I don’t recommend using CVS. SVN is still an important. I used to use CVS so here’s detail on it
(and readily applicable to SVN).
The files (and/or whole directory structure with files) can be checked-out (co), to any location
(directory or machine). To check-out e.g., the Precious Metals SDSS repository, one would go to
the desired location under which they want the SDSS directory (e.g., cd /data/username /Work)
and:
[computer]$ cvs -d :ext:guavanator.uhh.hawaii.edu:/data/kcooksey/CVSROOT co SDSS
Then the components of SDSS in the CVS repository (CVSROOT) would be placed in SDSS under
Work. (This would definitely not be all files; for example, the actual SDSS spectra aren’t checkedin.) The -d gives the directory path. The :ext: directs CVS to an external computer. The person
executing this command must have the same username on the local and external machine; otherwise,
I’m not sure how it would behave (might have to then use :ext:username @guavanator.uhh.
hawaii.edu). The co tells CVS to check-out the directory SDSS. All directories from the repository
will have a CVS directory with three ASCII (plain text) files: Entries (list of files or directories in
the repository, at the same directory level as the CVS directory), Repository (repository directory
structure relative to the level of the CVS directory), and Root (full address of repository, e.g.,
location of CVSROOT).
When there are changes to files in the repository, an update command will pull all the changes
to the local machine, where the update command was executed. Files that have been changed
locally but not checked-in to (ci) the repository will either be merged or untouched. A merge
7

It’s not as ugly as it sounds for CVS, but it does require some UNIX skillz.
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will result in the local file being changed to add the changes in some obvious and/or sensible way.
When changes are checked-in (ci), cvs and svn require a message (-m) to describe the change,
which enables tracking of progress (and with un-doing changes!) And, of course, the real power of
version control is the ability to view older versions and even “roll-back” to a previous version; this
will not be covered in detailed here because it’s complicated (one has to know the old version of
interest, etc.)
The user can assess the status of the local versions against the repository versions. svn will
only print a summary of what has changed locally and in the repository. cvs will print a summary
of everything, which isn’t exceedingly useful; often I have to ”pipe” (|) the cvs status output
through grep to grab lines with keywords; for example: cvs status | grep ‘‘Modified’’ |
less. The following are common cvs status messages, with commands to resolve:8
• “Up-to-date”: great, nothing to do
• “Locally Modified”: check-in, e.g., cvs ci -m ‘‘Message about changes ’’ file
• “Locally Added”: used add (e.g., cvs add newfile ) but did not check-in (e.g., cvs ci -m
‘‘First imported ’’ newfile )
• “Locally Removed”: used remove (or rm; e.g., cvs rm oldfile ) but did not check-in (e.g.,
cvs ci -m ‘‘Removed because obsolete ’’ oldfile )
• “Needs Checkout”: must update; e.g., cvs update; cvs update -d if there are whole directories to check-out; cvs update name if only interested in the latest version of the particular
file or directory.
• “Needs Patch”: must update (see “Needs Checkout”)
• “Needs Merge”: tricky to handle. I often move the local file to some temporary name (mv
file file.bkp ), update the specific file (cvs update file ), and figure out the differences
with diff or sdiff (sdiff file.bkp file | less). Then I just handle it; it’s unusual for
the exact same part of the file to be modified.
• “Unresolved Conflict”: usually a result of a previous “Needs Merge” (AKA tricky to handle)
wasn’t handled.
• “Unknown”: file not in the repository. Either the user doesn’t want it in the repository,
because not everything has to be in the repository (and version control isn’t well suited to
binary files). Or the user hasn’t added it (see “Locally Added” for series of commands).
A user can check the changes in the local version and the repository version with diff, e.g., cvs
diff file . Since this may be long, it may be useful to pipe it to less by adding | less after the
command. cvs and svn diff have different output formats (cvs diff behaves like UNIX’s diff);
one just has to play with them. cvs and svn diff have options to compare the local version
(current or not) with any previous repository version by the version or repository number, but no
further details are given here.
1.4.2

Using Git (and BitBucket)

In summer 2015, I converted my CVS repository to Git and started using BitBucket,9 which has a
nice deal for education users (i.e., those with a .edu email address). Thus here is a bare bones of
how to get started with Git and BitBucket.
8
The svn status output is more succinct, just a letter by the file name: A (added), B (broken lock), D (deleted), U
(updated), C (conflicted), G (merged), E (existed). The reader can explore more on their own; once the CVS behavior
and terminology are understood, it will enhance learning SVN.
9
See https://bitbucket.org/
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As described earlier, Git is a distributed VCS. Any computer that has Git installed, which
includes the STB lab computers, can host a Git repository. BitBucket provides a remote host,
which is nice for backup and sharing. The distributed nature of Git make it nice for commuting
as much as one wants without annoying collaborators.
It’s useful to have a Git configuration file in your home directory, i.e., ~/.gitconfig. Git can
set this up via:
[computer]$ git config --global user.name ’’Your Name ’’
[computer]$ git config --global user.email you@example.edu
To start a new Git repository, navigate to the parent directory for the repository (e.g., /full/
path/to/ ) and:
[computer]$ git init MyRepo
It will print: Initialized empty Git repository in /full/path/to/MyRepo /.git/. Inside
the directory MyRepo /, which Git created, is a directory .git/ that holds all the information Git
needs to track changes. This directory should not be changed except by someone who knows what
she’s doing or there’s an up-to-date “clone” (copy) somewhere else (cloning is discussed later).
In MyRepo /, any file can be added to the repository:
[computer]$ git add new.file
(nothing will be printed). This “stages” (prepares) new.file to be committed. One can review
any staged changes:
[computer]$ git status
In our current example of a fresh repository and one file, the output would be:
On branch master
Initial commit
Changes to be committed:
(use "git rm --cached <file>..." to unstage)
new file: new.file
Git nicely gives information of what to do in case this doesn’t look right (git rm --cashed
<file>). Note that “master” refers to the current repository. If git status looks right, to
commit the changes:
[computer]$ git commit -a
(It’s just safe to use the -a option.) This will open the VI text editor and look like:
# Please enter the commit message for your changes. Lines starting
# with ’#’ will be ignored, and an empty message aborts the commit.
# On branch master
#
# Initial commit
#
# Changes to be committed:
#
new file: new.file
#
11
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~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
’’/full/path/to/MyRepo /.git/COMMIT EDITMSG’’ 10L, 228C
with the cursor at the top left. This step requires some basic VI knowledge but the reason for this
method (no -m) is a chance to review what changes are about to be committed (looks like what
git status) told us). To insert a message, enter i in the window and type the message (e.g.,
Message ). The commit will not be accepted until a message is saved and VI is exited, which can
be accomplished by hitting the escape key to stop insertion, then :wq to write to disk and quit.
The colon tells VI that a command for it is being entered. The following will be printed to screen:
[master (root-commit) aff4f67] Message
1 file changed, 0 insertions(+), 0 deletions(-)
create mode 100644 new.file
To abort VI and not commit, after escape enter :q! where the exclamation point forces exiting
without saving. Git will print to screen: Aborting commit due to empty commit message.
Since we didn’t abort, we can check the status of the repository with git status to see:
On branch master
nothing to commit, working directory clean
Generally, git status will let one know what to do.
If the file we added were in a subdirectory of the repository, adding just the file will add the
directory too; Git maintains the directory structure of the repository. Directories can be added just
like a file; adding (and committing) a directory will add (and commit) all the files and subdirectories
in the directory to the repository.
Any Git repository can be cloned. For example, perhaps another user on the computer wants
MyRepo /. Assuming all the permissions work out, the procedure would be:
[computer]$ git clone /full/path/to/MyRepo
The message would be:
Cloning into ’MyRepo ’...
done.
This would create MyRepo / and all committed files and subdirectories wherever the command was
called from (hence the idea of a “clone”). If the one wanted a different name for the clone, the
command would be git clone /full/path/to/MyRepo ClonedRepo . Note the first argument
can use a relative path and a (full or relative) path can be added to the second argument. In this
new clone, entering git remote -v shows:
origin /full/path/to/MyRepo (fetch)
origin /full/path/to/MyRepo (push)
This same call in the original MyRepo / would produce nothing because that was not cloned (in our
12
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example). Changes to MyRepo / can be “pulled” (updated) to the clone or merged with work done
in the clone. For example, suppose MyRepo /new.file was modified and committed. Then pulling
in the clone (e.g., ClonedRepo /) would look like:
[computer]$ git pull
with the following message:
remote: Counting objects: 3, done.
remote: Total 3 (delta 0), reused 0 (delta 0)
Unpacking objects: 100% (3/3), done.
From /full/path/to/MyRepo
44786ad..7c5a4ba master -> origin/master
Updating 44786ad..7c5a4ba
Fast-forward
new.file | 1 +
1 file changed, 1 insertion(+)
which contains the information about what was done. (A git status would have indicated that
there were changes to pull. Also, if there were an attempt to commit something in the cloned
repository that would conflict with the origin, Git would refuse to commit and tell the user to pull.
Git works hard to make sure the user uses it correctly.)
It is advised to use BitBucket as the origin and clone local repositories from that.10 Thus, instead
of initializing on the local computer, logon to BitBucket and from the “Repositories” pull down
along the top, opt to “Create Repository.” BitBucket is nice with its instructions so follow those
to name the repository and fill out whatever other information. Once it’s created, that repository’s
“homepage” will have instructions for “I’m starting from scratch” or “I have an existing project”
under the “Command line” section. Following this will make BitBucket the origin for any clones
created locally.
Once the BitBucket repository exists and is cloned locally, one can “push” changes from the
clone (local) to the origin (BitBucket):
[computer]$ git push --all
which would yield a message like:
Counting objects: 3, done.
Writing objects: 100% (3/3), 220 bytes | 0 bytes/s, done.
Total 3 (delta 0), reused 0 (delta 0)
To git@bitbucket.org:username /bbrepo.git
* [new branch] master -> master
Then BitBucket has everything the local clone has. If another user has access to the BitBucket
repository, they could pull the changes (and maybe push their own).
Two other nice Git command are:
• git log to see what’s been changed, when, and messages attached to it (the --stat option
is also useful)
• git rm file or dir to remove a file from tracking
There are a lot of Git commands and capabilities not outlined here. Some keywords to know
pertaining to Git include: branch, fetch, HEAD (including tilde syntax, e.g., HEAD~2), FETCH HEAD,
merge, reset (including --soft).
10

They have nice tutorials and motivate using them with Git: https://confluence.atlassian.com/bitbucket/
bitbucket-101.
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Multiple windows in one terminal

The screen program turns one terminal into several windows; this is especially useful when working
remotely on a machine. However, if this one terminal is closed or crashes, all windows are lost.

Figure 9: On the left is the start-up window for screen on my work machine Hjortron, running
Mac OSX. After striking spacebar, the start-up message clears and reveals a typical prompt on
the right. (The statements printed above the prompt result from my .bashrc being sourced.)

Figure 10: To open (or create) a new window or
”tab,” C-a c, which means one strikes controland-a then c. Here the user opened three windows (see the tab bar at the bottom of the
screen). To move between windows, one can
enter C-a n to go to the next one in order, C-a
p to go to the previous one, or C-a number to
go to the given number . Here, after the user C-a
c three times, she moved to the third window
(number 2) with C-a 2.

The really nice thing about screen is that it enables the user to start a process (including
just having multiple windows in various states) and “detatch” the session (C-a d) while allowing
any process(es) to continue running, even as the user logs off the machine (so long as the machine
continues running). When the user wants to recover the session, she enters screen -r, and everything loads-up as it was. Entering exit in any window will close that window. If one exits the last
window, the screen session is closed.
One alternative to screen is tmux (terminal multiplexer); this is left to the reader to explore.
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Figure 11: Left: In screen, the user can customize the window title or label by striking C-a
A (that’s control-and-a then shift-and-a) and entering a new title (then enter). In this
window, the user moved to the Work directory and changed the third window title to Work.
Right: The user continued renaming the windows to indicate what’s what. Each window behaves
like independent terminals. The biggest differences are: (1) Since many of screen key bindings
start with C-a, the normal UNIX functionality (i.e., move to beginning of line) does not work. (2)
The user cannot scroll-up (with the mouse) to view previous terminal inputs and outputs.
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xkcd’s comic #378

11

above nicely encapsulates why I am an Emacs user. If one hovers the comic, the message reads:

“Real programmers set the universal constants at the start such that the universe evolves to contain the disk with
the data they want.”

This tutorial is organized as follows:
§2.1: Introduction—general information about Emacs, how to open and navigate, introduction to
the graphical interface.
§2.2: Example Emacs session—open and editing files interactively and via “key bindings”

2.1

Introduction

Emacs is an extremely powerful text editor. Actually, it is a general programming language that
can run processes, etc. I use it more than I use Word. Emacs can automatically format various
programming languages. It colors and highlights syntax. When I create LATEX documents such as
this, it not only helps with formatting but I actually compile the code that creates the PDF with
Emacs.
Emacs is suitable for making plain-text (or ASCII) files, which is useful for many programs that
cannot handle fancy formatting. The Emacs graphical user interface (GUI) allows the user to use
the mouse to move the cursor and select options. However, Emacs also allows for most all commands
to be executed with “key bindings,” similar to how one can copy with control-plus-c in Windows.
When one uses the pull-down menus in the Emacs GUI, the key binding for the command being
selected “interactively” is often printed next to the command. For example, if the user navigates
to the File menu to Save, it shows that the key binding is C-x C-s, which means one strikes
the combo control-plus-x and control-plus-s sequentially, and actually, one can just hold down
control and strike x and s sequentially.
The most basic information for for using Emacs:
11

Available at https://xkcd.com/378/.
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• Emacs is sometimes case sensitive. It is definitely sensitive to capitalization when reading or
writing files, since UNIX is case sensitive. Otherwise, if an Emacs key binding isn’t behaving
as expected, check if changing the capitalization helps.
• Since Emacs has key bindings and the UNIX operating system has key bindings, one cannot
expect them to interact nicely. Basically, if “in Emacs,” the Emacs key bindings are obeyed,
even if they do something completely different than what they would do in the greater UNIX
environment.
• The user can cut and paste from other windows (like a terminal or a program window) by
highlighting the text, moving the cursor to where-to-paste, and clicking the center mouse
button (sometimes, that’s clicking the scroll wheel). This will be particularly useful for
cutting-and-pasting information from the output of e.g., UNIX programs into Emacs.
• Multiple files (or “buffers”) can be open in one Emacs session. To switch between buffers, the
key binding is C-x b (that’s control-plus-x, then b by itself).
• Emacs can be run completely in a terminal by calling it as emacs -nw, where -nw means
no window. This is sometimes nice for quick editing, but requires good Emacs key-binding
knowledge because the mouse doesn’t work.

Figure 12: The user opens Emacs “in the background” from the command line with emacs
&, from the Astr394/quasars/Lines directory.
Opening Emacs in the background with & allows
the user to continue using the terminal from
which Emacs was opened. There’s random stuf
printed to the terminal after Emacs was opened,
but if the user just “clear” the line by striking enter or entering the clear command, the
prompt is available for more commands (e.g.,
idl).

There are various Emacs tutorials and books in the world. If one wants to become a savvy Emacs
user, she should start by following the built-in Emacs tutorial (C-h t). The O’Reilly Learning GNU
Emacs by Debra Cameron, Bill Rosenblatt, and Eric Raymond (ISBN 1-56592-152-6) is a good,
comprehensive guide.

2.2

Example Emacs session

Here is an example of opening a new file in Emacs and working with it.
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Figure 13: After emacs &, the
Linux distribution of this example opens an Emacs GUI as
shown. Since this is a Linux
(i.e., graphical UNIX) session, the
mouse enables navigation. The
user could open a (new) file by
navigating to the File menu
(upper left) or clicking on the
leftmost icon (white sheet with
yellow star). Of course, it’s more
expedient to navigate around
Emacs with the key bindings,
e.g., C-x C-f to open a (new)
file. The C-x C-f key binding moves the cursor to a UNIXlike prompt in the “minibuffer,”
which is the white band at the
very bottom of the Emacs GUI,
which currently says, “For information about GNU Emacs
and the GNU system, type C-h
C-a.” Emacs displays useful information in the minibuffer.
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Figure 14: After the user has a fresh Emacs session, she can open an existing or new file
by using the mouse to pull down the File menu or by clicking the white page with yellow star under the File menu (see Figure 13). This will open the menu shown on the left.
The user can see what directory Emacs is in by the boxes after “Save in folder:”. Since
Emacs was opened in the Astr394/quasars/Lines directory, it defaults to looking for an existing or new file in the same directory. In this example, there is an existing peanuts file.
However, the user wants to open a new file for e.g., an absorption-line list. She types
Kathy-53877-2512-141.lines in the “Name:” box and strikes enter or clicks “OK” (lower right),
which opens a blank file (see Figure 15).
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Figure 15:
In the new Kathy-53877-2512-141.lines file (left), minibuffer (at the
bottom) says “(New file)”; Emacs will give messages and options in the minibuffer.
On the right, the user types a line of text for a “C IV 1548 QSO” line (last “column,” where
each column is separated by a comma). The C IV 1548 line has a rest wavelength of 1548.195 Å
(middle “column”) and is thought to be at the redshift of the quasar (2.0455; first “column”).
Notice that there are now two asterisks (**) above the minibuffer (in the gray bar), which means
that what was just typed is un-saved. The user can save the edits by entering a key binding:
C-x C-s, which means holding down the control key and striking x then s. Emacs does its own
intermediate saving, resulting in files with twiddles (~) after them.
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Figure 16: On the left, the user just saved the Kathy-53877-2512-141.lines file; the minibuffer
says it “Wrote home/astr394/Astr394/quasars/Lines/Kathy-53877-2512-141.lines”.
The two asterisks (**) are gone in the gray bar above the minibuffer.
On the right, the user used the key binding C-x C-f to open a file, and the minibuffer is
awaiting the entry (e.g., peanuts to open an existing file or Cale-54175-2593-345.lines to open
a new line list for Cale). Now the minibuffer is very similar to a UNIX prompt, in that it is case
sensitive, allows tab completion, and obeys the greater UNIX directory structure. Also note that
the text in the title bar changes when Emacs is awaiting entries in the minibuffer. On the right, it
says “*Minibuf-1*” to indicate it’s awaiting a command in the minibuffer.
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IDL: Interactive Data Language

This tutorial is organized as follows:
§3.1: Introduction—general information about IDL, the GUI IDLDE, and basic syntax.
§3.2: IDL data types—the basic data types used in IDL.
§3.3: Mathematical operations, logical expressions, and control statements—describes the bare
minimum of IDL syntax.
§3.4: Designing smart IDL code—big picture points to remember when developing IDL code.
Note: as mentioned in the introduction, Python is a much better language to learn than IDL; that
tutorial is in the pipeline, though really I thought Mark Newman’s Computational Physics Python
intro was great.12 )

3.1

Introduction

IDL is an “interactive” programming language, as the name implies, that is often used by astronomers because (i) its syntax is relatively readable and (ii) it has many “user libraries” that do
things useful for astronomical research. IDL is not computationally efficient, so serious astronomical
code is typically written in C, C++, or FORTRAN. IDL’s syntax is very similar to FORTRAN. And just to
note, it’s exceedingly difficult to write an IDL tutorial; the reader is strongly encouraged to search
the internet for useful tutorials and whenever there is a specific question. Also, the reader should
just find good IDL code (with good comments) and learn empirically; check out the XIDL user
library. This tutorial is focused on the “essentials” for doing research with me (Kathy Cooksey).
IDL is not case sensitive, but when it interacts with the UNIX operating system, it obeys UNIX
rules (i.e., being case sensitive). For example, when one calls an IDL program or function that needs
a file name, that file name needs to have the capitalization of the operating system (e.g., UNIX).
IDL has “programs”and “functions.” Programs and functions are “called” with “arguments”
(or inputs) that dictate how they behave. IDL programs have syntax like:
IDL> program name, input1, ’input2’, /option1, option2=17
where the program name (e.g., program_name) is followed by a comma and a series of arguments,
each separated by a comma. In the above example:
• input1 is a variable that has already been assigned a value (of whatever datatype is appropriate for the program);
• ’input2’ is a string that may be a file name or whatever the program requires;
• /option1 is an optional argument where the slash (/) sets it to the value 1, which is interpreted as “true” in logical operations; and
• option2=17 is another optional argument with its value set to 17 in the call.
IDL does not care if there are spaces around commas or equal signs or between parentheses, brackets,
etc. Also, single and double quotes are nearly interchangeable. Functions in IDL return something
and so must be set equal to a variable (or directly passed to another program or function). The
syntax for a function call is as follows:
IDL> output = function name(input1, ’input2’, /option1, option2=17)
where the arguments are the same as the program name example, but output is where the function
will pass back (or return) its final product.
From a UNIX prompt, the user can start an IDL “session” in the terminal with:
[computer]$ idl
12

The beginning chapters are available here: http://www-personal.umich.edu/~mejn/computational-physics/.
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or the user can open the IDLDE (IDL Developer Environment):
[computer]$ idlde &
where I have put the idlde process “in the background” with & so that the terminal can still be
used. IDLDE is a GUI that lets one use the mouse to move the cursor. It also presents the code and
command line (and more) in one window (see Figure 17).

Figure 17: In the terminal window on the left, I called idlde & to open the IDLDE GUI (on the
right) in the background. I opened the IDL session from the home directory; the user can see that
one of two ways: (i) the prompt in the terminal window on the left says [astr394@Lab01 ~]$, where
the twiddle (~) indicates the home directory or (ii) the IDLDE GUI has a Current Directory: box
in the lower right. The IDLDE GUI has a file navigator on the left (blank frame with Default at
top). It has a text editor to the right of the navigator. Currently there are three program files
open, as apparent in the tabs: plt kurucz model.pro, x slctline.pro, and x continuum.pro.
The bottom frame is the IDL prompt (yet another “command line”). Continue to Figure 18 to see
what can/should be done next.
Whatever directory an IDL session is open from is the directory that IDL “sees.” If the user
wants to use a file as input to a program and it is not in the directory where IDL was started, then
she has to give IDL the full “path” to the file (see §1 for a discussion of paths). For example, if a
user wants to plot Kathy’s quasar spectrum from the home directory, she would enter something like:
IDL> x_specplot, ’Astr394/quasars/SDSS/Unnorm/Kathy-53877-2512-141.fit’, inflg=5
because x_specplot takes as input a file name, which must follow the UNIX convention and is in
quotes. The inflg=5 part of the call is an optional argument that tells x_specplot how to read
the FITS file. If the user wanted to change directories from within IDL, she could either type:
IDL> cd, ‘Astr394/quasars/SDSS/Unnorm/’
or enter the new path in the Current Directory: prompt in the lower right-hand corner of the
IDLDE GUI (see Figure 17) and strike enter. This will enter the cd command for the user, basi23
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cally (she’ll see the command print to screen). However, using the Current Directory: box will
pop-up a warning when the user tries to navigate to an non-existent directory (e.g., she mistyped
something; see Figure 18).
In both IDL and IDLDE sessions, the user can scroll-up to previous commands with the up-arrow.
In the IDLDE GUI, one can use the mouse to move to a point of a command to correct or modify it.
In an IDL session, the user would have to move the cursor with the left- and right-arrow keys.

Figure 18: In the left figure, I used the Change Directory: box (lower right of GUI) to move
down to Astr394/quasars from the home directory, where I started the session (see Figure 17).
The user can see that the IDLDE command line registered the call to cd (remember, IDL calls aren’t
case sensitive). In the right figure, I used the “escape” character $ to allow me to list (ls) what’s
in the SDSS/Unnorm directory that starts with Kathy using UNIX syntax. It printed the name of my
un-normalized SDSS spectrum. To plot this spectrum, I started typing a command: x specplot,’
at the IDL prompt (IDL>). Then I highlighted the file name (excluding the .gz which x specplot
doesn’t care about) with the mouse, clicked back at the prompt, pasted the previously highlighted
text (center mouse button; in the lab, that’s the scroll wheel), and completed the x specplot call
(’,inflg=5). Since this was the first call to x specplot in this IDL session, a whole bunch of stuff
printed out; these messages indicate various other programs and functions that had to be compiled
to execute x specplot as called. (I just scrolled back up to take a screen shot.)
Unless explicitly stated otherwise, IDL routines accept inputs that are scalars (“just numbers”)
or arrays and returns outputs of the same dimensionality.
A basic IDL program starts with pro program name and completes at end, unless a specific
return statement is issued (e.g., maybe the user supplied incorrect inputs, so the program prints a
message and exits at the return call). At the program declaration (i.e., pro program name ), arguments can be—but don’t have to be—defined (e.g., pro program name, arg1, arg2, arg3=arg3 ).
If program name is in a file named just for the program, i.e., program name.pro, it is compiled by
24
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entering .c program name . If one edits program name.pro, it can be re-compiled with .r. If the
program program name is in a file with an unrelated name (e.g., bigger program.pro), then that
file must be the (re-)compiled name (e.g., .r bigger program ). The file, e.g., program name.pro,
can contain other programs and functions that can only be called if the file is (re-)compiled explicitly at some point (see item #6 in §3.4). IDL automatically compiles any program(s) and/or
function(s) a code needs to run (i.e., IDL handles “dependencies”) the first time a code is executed.
If any of the dependencies changes, the file(s) with those dependencies needs to be re-compiled
explicitly.
IDL functions behave similar to programs. Functions begin with function function name (and
any argument definitions or not) and formally conclude with end but require a return, variable
to be executed. The return statement has to return a value because the function call is suppose to
equal something (e.g., output = function name () or print, function name ()). There can be
many return statements, embedded in various conditional statements, etc., but IDL will exit the
function at the first return statement reached and, again, must reach one. An IDL function may
be the code in a file of the same name, so that the (re-)compilation is straightforward.

3.2

IDL data types

Data types refer to the types of variables that exist in a programming language. To see information
about any variable in IDL, enter help, variable ; this is particularly useful for structures. The
most essential IDL data types are as follows:
• array: Ok, an array isn’t actually a data type, and it’s opposite is a “scalar,” which is “just
a number.” It’s something that “holds” many values of the same data type. For example,
arr1d = intarr(10) creates an array of ten integers (see int below), where IDL defaults to
instantiating each of the ten elements as 0. I think of arr1d as a one-dimensional array (like a
row or column in a table). Since IDL counts (or indexes) starting from zero, the first element
of arr1d can be accessed with arr1d[0] and the fifth element, arr1d[4], etc. Arrays can
have higher dimensionality. For example, a two-dimensional array—with ten “rows” and five
“columns” of integers that are sequentially instantiated, starting with zero—can be declared
as follows: arr2d = indgen(10,5), and the numbers in such an array can be accessed as
described in Table 1.
r
↓

c→
0
1
10 11
20 21
30 31
40 41

2
12
22
32
42

3
13
23
33
43

4
14
24
34
44

5
15
25
35
45

6
16
26
36
46

7
17
27
37
47

8
18
28
38
48

9
19
29
39
49

Table 1: Two-dimensional (10 × 5) array, arr2d = indgen(10,5), with 50 integers, from 0 to 49.
If one entered print, arr2d, one would see the numbers in the table above. The letters, c and r,
with arrows, are there to guide the understanding of array indices, which have the following syntax:
arr2d[c,r]. For example, print, arr2d[*,0] would print the first row (0 to 9) horizontally
because * is a wildcard, that tells IDL to print everything that c could possibly be. To print the
fourth column, the syntax would be print, arr2d[3,*] and would print 3, 13, 23, 33, and 43
vertically.

Higher-dimension arrays can be created with blah arr() or whatev gen() calls where more
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comma-separated numbers are provided as arguments in the parentheses. For example, a
10 × 5 × 3 array of floating-point zeros (see float below) could be created as follows: arr3d
= fltarr(10,5,3), and the order of the indices follow the conventions laid out in Table 1.
For example, if arr2d = indgen(10,5) and arr3d = indgen(10,5,3), then arr3d[*,*,0]
is exactly the same as arr2d. Think of the third index location as a slice of a cube, so that
arr3d[*,*,1] is the second slice (integers 50 to 99 in the current set-up) and arr3d[*,*,2]
is the third and final slice (integers 100 to 149).
When the dimensionality is greater than three, the array becomes hard to visualize (e.g., 1D
is a row or column, 2D is a table, 3D is a cube, 4D is...?) But there’s no limit to the number
of dimensions (aside from computational ability of IDL and the machine). For example, a
25 × 365 × 24 × 60 × 60 array could contain the information for every second of every minute
of every hour of every day of every year of a 25-year-old person, and if someone wanted to
know what happened on 17 November (day number 321) of the 21st year of the person, at
8:02:31PM, the indices would be e.g., stalker[20,320,19,1,30] (because IDL indexes from
zero).
Lastly, an array with all the same values of a data type can be created with the replicate()
call. For example, a five-element array of double-precision 4’s (see double below) could be
made with arr1d = replicate(4d,5), where the first argument is the value, and the second
argument is the array size. To make higher-dimension arrays, more commas and numbers
would be added (e.g., arr4d = replicate(4d,5,4,3,2) would make a 5 × 4 × 3 × 2 array
of double-precision 4’s).
int: Integers (i.e., whole numbers), which are 16-bit, run from −32, 768 to +32, 767 (inclusive). An integer can be created as e.g., i = 1 or i = 1s, where the latter explicitly defines
the data type (capital S acceptable). An array of integers can be created with intarr() or
indgen().
They obey integer mathematical operations. For example, i = 32767 + 1 will result in an
integer i with value −32, 768 because the mathematical operation (maximum 16-bit integer
value plus 1) “overflows” the 16-bit integer, causing it to “wrap” to the lowest integer value
(−32, 768). Another important example, i = 10/2 will evaluate to 2. The forwardslash (/)
indicates division, but because both numerator (or dividend) and denominator (divisor) are
integers, the division is integer division, basically rounding down the result.
long: Longs are 32-bit integers, running from −2, 147, 483, 648 to +2, 147, 483, 647 (inclusive).
A long can be created with i = 2L (and lower-case L is acceptable). An array of longs can
be created with lonarr() or lindgen(). They obey integer mathematical operations (see
examples under int above).
float: Floats (or “floating-point numbers”) are 32-bit, ranging between ±1038 (inclusive),
“with approximately six or seven significant digits,”13 though I don’t know how to explain. A
float can be created with f = 3. or f = 3.0. Arrays of floats can be created with fltarr()
or findgen(). The “floating point” refers to the ability to have digits after a decimal point
(i.e., fractions).
double: Doubles (or “double-precision,” floating-point numbers) are 64-bit, ranging between
±10308 (inclusive), “with approximately 14 significant digits.”1 3 A double can be declared as
follows: d = 4d, d=4.d, or d=4.0d. An array of doubles can be created with dblarr() or
dindgen().
string: Text! Or “a sequence of characters, from 0 to 2, 147, 483, 647 [. . . ] characters
in length.”1 3 A string can be created as s = ’this is a string’ or s = ’’this is a

See http://www.exelisvis.com/docs/IDL_Data_Types.html.
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string’’. It is best to default to using single quotes (’) for strings. Each quote (’ or ’’) can
be characters inside a string (e.g., s = ’’Today’s date:’’ or s = ’this is a string:
’’Hello, world’’.’). An array of strings can be created with strarr().
• structure: A structure can have all sorts of stuff “in” it. It’s kind of like an object of Java
or C++ or a dictionary of Python, though IDL actually has object and dictionary data types
too. A structure allows a lot of information in a range of formats to be passed around and
saved. “Tags” are the variable names in the structure. A structure can be defined as
struct = {addressbook, name:replicate(’friend’,10), zipcode:lonarr(10)} or
struct = create struct(’name’, replicate(’friend’,10), ’zipcode’, lonarr(10),
name=’addressbook’). In these calls, addressbook becomes the “data type” of the structure
(e.g., struct is an addressbook structure). The tags are name and zipcode, which are both
arrays; one is an array of strings and the other, longs. An array of structures can be created
with e.g., replicate({addressbook},100), so long as the addressbook structure is already
defined.
The data in the structure can be accessed as follows (continuing to use the struct variable
above). To save the name array to a new variable: just names = struct.name. To print the
6th element of the zipcode array: print, struct.zipcode[5].

IDL evaluates the data type of any variable “on the fly,” and the type of any variable can be
reset at any time by setting it equal to a different data type (or expression that evaluates to a
different data type).

3.3

Mathematical operations, logical expressions, and control statements

Mathematical operators and operations are pretty standard in IDL. The following operators do
what one expects: +, -, *, and /; there’s also ++ and -- that increment or decrement the preceding
variable by one. To raise a number to an exponent, ^ is used (e.g., 100 = 10^2). Some other useful
mathematical functions are alog(), alog10(), exp(), and sqrt(), described in the Reference
Table (§5). As are the matrix operators: # and ##. Trigonometric functions have typical names
(cos(), sin(), and tan() and their inverse: acos(), asin(), and atan()).
Logical expressions pertain to comparing variables. The output of logical expressions are trues
and falses, which in IDL are 1’s and 0’s. The common logical operators are: eq for equal to; ne
for not equal to; > for greater than; ge for greater than or equal to (≥); < for less than; and le
for less than or equal to (≤). To “flip” the result of a logical expression, a preceding not would
be used. Entire strings can be compared with these operators; to compare a part of a string,
see stregex(). Another useful function for logical expressions is finite(), which can evaluate
what is or isn’t finite, infinite (Inf), or not-a-number (NaN). Logical expressions can be combined
with and and or. For example, if one wants to test whether a number, N, is a multiple of 2 and
3, the expression would be: ((N mod 2) eq 0) and ((N mode 3) eq 0), where mod returns the
remainder of integer division.
This leads to what gets evaluated first and the usefulness of parentheses. IDL, like many (or
most) programming languages evaluates expressions from “inside-out.” In the example above: ((N
mod 2) eq 0) and ((N mode 3) eq 0), IDL first evaluates the innermost parentheses: (N mod
2) and (N mod 3). Let these be mod2 and mod3, respectively. Thus, the full expression now reads
as: (mod2 eq 0) and (mod3 eq 0) to IDL. Next, IDL evaluates the two remaining expressions in
parentheses, let these be mod2 rslt = mod2 eq 0 and mod3 rslt = mod3 eq 0 so that IDL now
has to evaluate: mod2 rslt and mod3 rslt. Recall that 1 is true and 0 is false. Table 2 diagrams
the various combinations of 0, 1 , and, and or.
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0
0
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True (1)
0
1

or
False (0)
True (1)

False (0)
0
1

True (1)
1
1

Table 2: One could say and is “strict;” all expressions joined by and must evaluate to true (1) for
the combined expression to be true. On the other hand, or is “lenient,” because only one expression
in a series joined by or must evaluate to true for the combined expression to be true.

The most basic code proceeds from top to bottom, and every line is executed. Control statements disrupt this march through lines, by allowing portions to be skipped if not necessary (if,
while, and/or case) or executed multiple times (for and/or while). The IDL if, for, while, and
case syntax are summarized in the Reference Table (§5). Conditional statements are the “gatekeepers” of if, while, and case statements; for statements execute whenever they’re reached.
Conditional statements use logical expressions. The following lists the most pertinent characteristics of the aforementioned control statements:
if: Commands within an if statement are executed if the controlling logical expression evaluates
to true; if statements can be nested or daisy-chained, though an if-else or case statement
may be more useful in such a scenario.
if-else: The commands within an else component are executed if the controlling logical expression of the if statement evaluates to false; if-else statements can be nested and daisychained, though a case statement may be more useful in such a scenario.
for: A command or series of commands that need to be repeated can be placed in a for statement,
which will execute the specified number of times. The for statement controls incrementing
the counter variable, which cannot be modified by the commands within the statement.
while: A command or series of commands that might need to be repeated can be placed in a
while statement, which will execute the commands until the logical expression controlling
the while statement evaluates to true. The whole while statement may be skipped if the
controlling logical expression is not false when it is reached. The commands within the while
statement must increment or modify the variables used in the controlling logical expression.
A while statement is used over a for statement when e.g., it is unknown how many loops
are necessary or there are multiple exit criteria.
case: A case statement is useful when the alternative would be a series of nested or daisy-chained
(but related ) if-else statements. A case statement has multiple options with command(s).
The option matching the controlling variable has its commands executed; no other option’s
command(s) is executed. (A related but not obviously useful IDL control statement is switch.)
The flow of looping in for and while statements can be modified by break and continue commands, but it is highly recommend to not use these commands, and they are not discussed further.

3.4

Designing smart IDL code

This is an ambitious title for a section. The concepts are by no means original:
1. Name variables descriptively and succinctly. Variable names can be composed of letters,
numbers, and underscores (_), but they cannot begin with a number or underscore. They
also cannot be reserved words, meaning ones that do something in IDL: if, for, end, etc.
“Descriptively” refers to making the code readable (or at least decipherable) to others. See
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how the example variables were named in the section on data types (§3.2). Examples of
“succinctly” are also in that section. Succinctly refers to truncating words, removing letters
(typically vowels), etc; so that arr1d indicates “one-dimensional array,” struct refers to a
generic “structure,” etc. (And “generic” refers to the fact that struct doesn’t give any more
information than it’s a structure, nothing to say it is an address book, for example.) Since
IDL holds onto some of its FORTRAN heritage, it’s generally a good idea to make the variable
names distinctive in the first three characters, because optional arguments in programs and
functions are distinguished only in the first three characters. If there were two or more
optional arguments identical in the first characters, IDL would bark.
Write descriptive and useful comments. An un-useful comment would look like arr1d =
intarr(10) ; 10-element integer array; this is un-useful because the syntax gives as
much information as the comment (after the semicolon ;). Basically, the “how” of a line
of a code is the line of code. Good comments detail the “why.” For example, maybe a
better comment above would be arr1d = intarr(10) ; to hold 1st-dimen. indices
of stars in variable image. If using Emacs (or something that helps format code), a good
convention is to use double semicolons (;;) for comment-only lines and single semicolons after
lines of code (as in the preceding example). If the double semicolon comments are outside
any function or program, they should be flush left. If they are in functions or programs, they
should be indented with the lines of code; Emacs handles this so long as the coder tabs or
enters a preceding space.
There is a balance to be struck between writing efficient, beautiful (typically compact) code
and writing readable code. Basically, “white space” is useful. In IDL, one can string commands
together on one line with an ampersand (&), however, that doesn’t necessarily one should.
IDL is strong on array and matrix operations and weak (read: inefficient) on looping. Meaning,
a coder should leverage the fact that IDL easily adds, subtracts, multiplies, divides, etc. arrays
of the same dimensionality and can perform matrix operations and use for or while loops as
little as possible. The matrix operators include # (multiplies columns of first array by rows of
second array) and ## (multiplies rows of first array by columns of second). This relates to #3
regarding white space because, though looping is more “readable,” the sacrifice of efficiency
is not worth it.
Use built-in IDL or IDL astronomy user library routines when possible and suitable. For
example, the IDL routine linfit() can do a simple linear fit; there’s no need to write
one. The IDL astronomy user library contains many programs and functions written by
astronomers and useful to astronomers. No need to reinvent the wheel.
It’s useful to have related programs and functions in one file, e.g., code.pro. However, the
programs and functions that do not share the name of the file (e.g., code ), cannot be accessed
unless the whole file is (re-)compiled (e.g., .r code ). Thus, a good convention is to make
the file name be the most important program or function name (this would be akin to the
“main” in C++ or Java). Then, the other, related programs and functions would be named
with the file name and underscore-“sub name.” For example, sdss stackciv.pro, in the
XIDL user library, has as its main program sdss stackciv. However, it also has a related
and very useful function, sdss stackciv fitconti(), in the same sdss stackciv.pro file.
[A most notable exception to this convention is e.g., sdss functions.pro, which contains a
slew of broadly useful programs and functions related to the SDSS Precious Metals project
but only share sdss in their names. Typically, the .idlstartup file would be set to compile
something like sdss functions at the beginning of any IDL session.]
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Python Programming Language

Python is a wonderful quick programming language, rapidly taking over the world. Eventually I’ll
write a custom tutorial, but for now, I recommend Mark Newman’s Computational Physics Python
intro was great.14 ) In the following sections, I will just summarize some tips and tricks I have
picked up.

xkcd’s comit #35315 above expresses the glee programmers feel about Python (once they get a handle on why-so/
what-for/how-to). The hover-message reads: “I wrote 20 short programs in Python yesterday. It was wonderful.
Perl, I’m leaving you.” (Perl being another programming language).
14
15

The beginning chapters are available here: http://www-personal.umich.edu/~mejn/computational-physics/.
Available at https://xkcd.com/353/.
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Some Python Basics

I will use In [# ] to denote an iPython session, with the standard convention that italicized
commands vary with the situation; a Python session would have a >>> prompt.
• Adding the following will run the main() loop or whatever whenever the file is called:
if name == ’’ main ’’:
main()
• If loaded a package/module as:
In [1] import function as func
then re-compile with
In [2] reload(func )
but call what may be single function as func.f() .
• iI loaded a package/module as:
In [1] import function as *
then to re-compile:
In [2] import sys
In [3] reload(sys.modules[’function ’])
• For Python3:
In [1] import imp
In [2] imp.reload(func )

4.2

Debugging in Python

Here is a quick overview of debugging with pdb:16
• Post-mortem debugging:
$ python -m pdb code.py
or
>>> import code
>>> import pdb
>>> code.call()
>>> pdb.pm()
• More often, in a code, import pdb and then insert pdb.set trace() at the location where
it is desired to stop and inspect.
• Also, if running iPython, enter %pdb and any crash will immediately pop the user into pdb.
• Typical pdb commands:
– l (list): shows source code around current execution point, with line numbers; space+number
after would show source around that line
– n (next): step to next line of execution
– c (continue): run rest of program (to breakpoint)
– s (step): step to next line of execution, including into functions
– r (eturn): exit from current function
– b (reak): set breakpoint (at current location?); space+number would set breakpoint at
that line; l would show B at line of breakpoint
– w (where): print information about current execution point
16

Also see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bZZTeKPRSLQ.
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– q (quit): exit pdb
– ? (help): print full list of options (also shown at startup)

4.3

Profiling in Python

Profiling is a way to assess where a program is spending CPU time. Python has a nice profiler package cProfile17 Here is a quick tutorial on using it, and the example code is a solution to Exercise
2.9: The Madelung constant in Mark Newman’s Computational Physics. The Madelung constant
is a triple sum, which can be computed numerically four different ways: three for-loops, two, one,
and none, where the less loop solutions use NumPy array operations. My madelung constant.py
solution is available upon request, but the cProfile results below will simultaneously demonstrate
profiling in Python and how no for-loops is not always better.
In [1]: import cProfile
In [2]: import madelung_constant as mc
In [3]: cProfile.run(’mc.calc_madelung_constant(100,verbose=True,nloop=3)’)
nloop = 3: For L = 100, M = -1.741819816
Elapsed time: 35.0 s
8120612 function calls in 35.031 seconds
Ordered by: standard name
ncalls
1
1
8120600
1
1
1
4
1
2

tottime
0.000
0.000
31.124
3.908
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

percall
0.000
0.000
0.000
3.908
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

cumtime
35.031
0.000
31.124
35.031
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

percall
35.031
0.000
0.000
35.031
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

filename:lineno(function)
<string>:1(<module>)
calc_runtime.py:20(calc_runtime)
madelung_constant.py:69(calc_term)
madelung_constant.py:85(calc_madelung_constant)
{locals}
{method ’disable’ of ’_lsprof.Profiler’ objects}
{method ’format’ of ’str’ objects}
{numpy.core.multiarray.arange}
{time.time}

• First line (after the nloop line, which is mc.calc madelung constant()’s verbose print
out) indicates that 8120612 calls were monitored. There were no non-primitive calls, since a
parenthetical did not explicitly state the number of primitive calls. Primitive means that the
call was not induced via recursion. See example at the end of this section.
• The Ordered by: standard name line indicates that the text string (last column) was used
to sort the output.
• ncalls is the number of calls.
• tottime is the total time spent in the given function (and excluding time made in calls to
sub-functions).
• percall is the quotient of tottime divided by ncalls.
• cumtime is the cumulative time spent in this and all sub-functions (from invocation till exit).
This figure is accurate even for recursive functions.
17

See https://docs.python.org/2/library/profile.html.
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• percall (second one) is the quotient of cumtime divided by primitive calls (so it’s mysterious
it’s not all infinity since there were no primitive calls).
• filename:lineno(function) provides the respective data of each function.
• When there are two numbers in the first column (for example 3/1) it means that the function
recursed. The second value is the number of primitive calls and the former is the total number
of calls.
• One could add a second argument (string, name) to cProfile.run() to write the information
to file. The results can be read from this file with pstats.State class.

In [4]: cProfile.run(’mc.calc_madelung_constant(100,verbose=True,nloop=3)’,’run_stats.log’
nloop = 3: For L = 100, M = -1.741819816
Elapsed time: 33.5 s
In [5]: import pstats
In [6]: p = pstats.Stats(’run_stats.log’)
In [7]: p.strip_dirs().sort_stats(’cumulative’).print_stats(10)
Sat Feb 25 01:39:19 2017
run_stats.log
8120612 function calls in 33.542 seconds
Ordered by: cumulative time
List reduced from 9 to 3 due to restriction <3>
ncalls
1
1
8120600

tottime
0.000
3.588
29.954

percall
0.000
3.588
0.000

cumtime
33.542
33.542
29.954

percall
33.542
33.542
0.000

filename:lineno(function)
<string>:1(<module>)
madelung_constant.py:85(calc_madelung_consta
madelung_constant.py:69(calc_term)

Then we can continue examining the performance with the different loop solutions.
In [8]: cProfile.run(’mc.calc_madelung_constant(100,verbose=True,nloop=2)’)
nloop = 2: For L = 100, M = -1.741819816
Elapsed time: 0.6 s
161616 function calls in 0.643 seconds
Ordered by: standard name
ncalls
1
40401
1
40401
1
1
1
4
40401

tottime
0.000
0.011
0.000
0.512
0.038
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.070

percall
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.038
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

cumtime
0.643
0.081
0.000
0.512
0.643
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.070

percall
0.643
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.643
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
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filename:lineno(function)
<string>:1(<module>)
_methods.py:31(_sum)
calc_runtime.py:20(calc_runtime)
madelung_constant.py:69(calc_term)
madelung_constant.py:85(calc_madelung_constant)
{locals}
{method ’disable’ of ’_lsprof.Profiler’ objects}
{method ’format’ of ’str’ objects}
{method ’reduce’ of ’numpy.ufunc’ objects}
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1
2

0.013
0.000
0.000

4
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.094
0.000
0.000
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0.000 {method ’sum’ of ’numpy.ndarray’ objects}
0.000 {numpy.core.multiarray.arange}
0.000 {time.time}

In [9]: cProfile.run(’mc.calc_madelung_constant(100,verbose=True,nloop=1)’)
nloop = 1: For L = 100, M = -1.741819816
Elapsed time: 0.2 s
824 function calls in 0.205 seconds
Ordered by: standard name
ncalls
1
202
1
1
1
202
1
1
1
1
4
202
1
202
1
2

tottime
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.200
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.004
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

percall
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

cumtime
0.205
0.004
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.200
0.205
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.004
0.000
0.004
0.000
0.000

percall
0.205
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.205
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

filename:lineno(function)
<string>:1(<module>)
_methods.py:31(_sum)
calc_runtime.py:20(calc_runtime)
fromnumeric.py:357(repeat)
fromnumeric.py:55(_wrapfunc)
madelung_constant.py:69(calc_term)
madelung_constant.py:85(calc_madelung_constant)
{getattr}
{locals}
{method ’disable’ of ’_lsprof.Profiler’ objects}
{method ’format’ of ’str’ objects}
{method ’reduce’ of ’numpy.ufunc’ objects}
{method ’repeat’ of ’numpy.ndarray’ objects}
{method ’sum’ of ’numpy.ndarray’ objects}
{numpy.core.multiarray.arange}
{time.time}

In [10]: cProfile.run(’mc.calc_madelung_constant(100,verbose=True,nloop=0)’)
nloop = 0: For L = 100, M = -1.741819816
Elapsed time: 0.3 s
16 function calls in 0.305 seconds
Ordered by: standard name
ncalls
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

tottime
0.006
0.000
0.000
0.295
0.000
0.000
0.000

percall
0.006
0.000
0.000
0.295
0.000
0.000
0.000

cumtime
0.305
0.004
0.000
0.295
0.299
0.000
0.000

percall
0.305
0.004
0.000
0.295
0.299
0.000
0.000
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<string>:1(<module>)
_methods.py:31(_sum)
calc_runtime.py:20(calc_runtime)
madelung_constant.py:69(calc_term)
madelung_constant.py:85(calc_madelung_constant)
{locals}
{method ’disable’ of ’_lsprof.Profiler’ objects}
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1
1
2

0.000
0.004
0.000
0.000
0.000

4
0.000
0.004
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.004
0.004
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.004
0.004
0.000
0.000
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{method ’format’ of ’str’ objects}
{method ’reduce’ of ’numpy.ufunc’ objects}
{method ’sum’ of ’numpy.ndarray’ objects}
{numpy.core.multiarray.arange}
{time.time}

As an example of non-primitive calls (due to recursion), would be from Mark Newman’s Computational Physics Exercise 2.13, the profile of my catalan numbers.py recursive solution is below.
In [11]: import catalan_numbers as cn
In [11]: cProfile.run(’cn.catalan_number_recursion(100)’)
C_100 = 896519947090131496687170070074100632420837521538745909320
Elapsed time: 0.000458955764771 s
111 function calls (11 primitive calls) in 0.001 seconds
Ordered by: standard name
ncalls
1
1
1
101/1
1
1
3
2

tottime
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

percall
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

cumtime
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

percall
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Recursion can be slow
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filename:lineno(function)
<string>:1(<module>)
calc_runtime.py:20(calc_runtime)
catalan_numbers.py:38(print_catalan_num)
catalan_numbers.py:76(calc_catalan_number)
catalan_numbers.py:88(catalan_number_recursion)
{method ’disable’ of ’_lsprof.Profiler’ objects}
{method ’format’ of ’str’ objects}
{time.time}
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Reference Table

Command

Description

alias

cat file
cd
cd directory
cd ~/
cd ..
cp file newfile

cvs command
add file or dir
ci -m ‘‘Message ’’
file
co file or dir

diff file
rm file
status

diff file1 file2

UNIX
Print the aliases currently in use, to the screen. An alias maps a command
(and any options) to what the user actually types at the command line.
For example, I have rsync aliased to \rsync -ravzu because when I type
rsync, I want all those options (recursive, archive, verbose, zip, and update)
to automatically be used. The leading backslash (\) is to force the “pristine,”
UNIX-default version of rsync.
Print the contents of the file to the screen.
change directory (or move) to home directory.
Move to specified directory .
change directory (or move) to home directory. (UNIX actually doesn’t care
if the ending forwardslash, /, is used.)
Move “up” one directory.
copy specified file to newfile . Best to use the inquiry option by default:
\cp -i file newfile so that the computer asks the user to confirm copy
if a file called newfile already exists and will be overwritten. This can be
made the default by aliasing cp to cp -i: alias cp=‘‘ \cp -i’’ in .bashrc
or .aliases, if sourced by .bashrc.
concurrent version system (see Section 1.4.1). Basic commands are as follows:
add new file or directory (file or dir ) to repository; must follow with a
ci call.
check in modified file with a message about the change(s). If file is
excluded, all modified files in the directory and in any subdirectory (that
are in the repository) are checked in.
check out file or directory (file or dir ) from repository. If no CVS directory
exists (with its Root and Repository files), must specify repository location
with -d: cvs -d repository loc co file or dir .
print the differences between the local and repository versions (see UNIX
diff).
remove file from repository; must follow with a ci call.
print status of everything (in the directory of the call and below) that may
or may not be in the repository. If a file or directory name is provided,
status applied to only that.
Show the differences between file1 and file2 . The output is formatted
such that sections are compared, where the notation e.g., 14,43c12,39 compares lines 14–43 of file1 with lines 12–39 of file2 . Lines beginning with
a left bracket (<) are from file1 and right bracket (>) from file2 ; triple
dash (---) divides sections.
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REFERENCE TABLE

Description

echo variable

find regexp

fg

git command
add file or dir
clone repo

commit

config --par val
log
init
pull
push
status
rm file or dir
grep regexp
file(s)

UNIX (continued)
Print the variable , which can be as simple as hello, dave or, more usefully, can be a UNIX “environment” variable. Environment variables are
distinguished by being preceded by $ and are all caps. For example, to print
what the home directory is, you would enter echo $HOME.
find is an extremely powerful program for finding things, in files, in directories... for finding things and then doing something. As mentioned under
grep, a “regular expression” (regexp) is worthy of its own tutorial. Here is
an example of the perhaps the most useful call: find . -name "*.fit.gz"
-exec gunzip {} . This command searches the local directory and everything underneath (.) for zipped FITS files (*.fit.gz), then executes the
GNU unzip command (gunzip) on the results ({}), where tells find the
exec command is done.
Bring the last “backgrounded” (see &) or stopped/suspended (see C-z) job
to the foreground. Including a number will bring that specific job (see jobs)
to the foreground.
distributed version control system (see Section 1.4.2). Basic commands are
as follows:
add new file or directory to repository; must follow with commit call.
Clone given repository specified repository (which may or may not have a full
or relative path) to the location of the call. If want clone located elsewhere,
add second option with full or relative path to desired parent directory.
-a recommended (for all) and -m not recommended (it allows entering message from the command line but it’s good to check what’s going to be committed in the VI session).
Modify parameter par in the Git configuration file (~/.gitconfig) to the
specified value val .
Print history information, including hash tags unique to commits; --stat is
useful option.
Performed in a directory will make it a repository. Adding optional argument
of a file will create a new directory that is a repository.
Pull updates from origin (e.g., BitBucket) to local clone.
Push updates to origin (e.g., BitBucket). Often used with --all option.
Print current state of local repository; gives information of what may need
to be changed.
remove file or directory from repository; must follow with commit call.
globally search a regular expression and print. A “regular expression”
(regexp) is worthy of its own tutorial but suffice it to say its a word (quotes
optional) or phrase (quotes required). In this case, grep searches for matches
to the word or phrase in the given file(s) . If grep is applied to a single
file, the output is every line where the expression is matched. If grep is
applied to many files (e.g., grep the *.txt), the output is the file name
followed by a colon and the line where the expression is matched (repeated
for all matches in each file).
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Command
head file

jobs

less file

ls

ls directory
man command

mkdir directory

more file

mv file newfile

passwd
pwd

REFERENCE TABLE

Description
UNIX (continued)
Print the first ten lines (or header) of file . The number of lines to print
at the top of the file can be changed; e.g., head -25 file will print out
the first 25 lines.
Print a “table” of jobs or processes running from the current terminal, some
of which may be running in the background (see &) or stopped/suspended
(see C-z).
Print the contents of the file to the terminal one screen-ful at a time. The
spacebar or d (no enter necessary) moves down the file . To move up,
strike u (again, no enter necessary). To exit or quit less, strike q (no enter
necessary). To search, strike forwardslash (/) and type the word or phrase
then enter; continue to next instance with n.
list the contents of the current directory. Basic ls doesn’t list all files (e.g.,
system files beginning with a period, like .bashrc, are excluded). I alias
ls to \ls -a to enable listing of all files by default.
Sometimes it’s useful to see more information about files, such as permissions, file size, or date modified. The l (for long) option will print such
information: ls -l name .
list the contents of the specified directory . See ls for discussion of listing
all.
Display the manual for the given UNIX command. Navigation similar to that
for less. Most UNIX commands have options that can be turned on, off, or
set. Often the syntax for turning-on an option is a dash-character (e.g., -i for
the cp, mv, and rm inquiry option). Sometimes, if the option is longer than
a character and needs an input, two dashes are used (e.g., \rsync -ravuK
--exclude "CVS/" --exclude ’’.git/’’, which is what my rsync lcl is
aliased to).
Create (or make) a directory titled directory . If the user wants to make a
directory and one or more sub-directories in one command, she can use the
p (for parent) option: mkdir -p directory/subdir/subsubdir .
Print the contents of file to the terminal one screen-ful at a time. The
spacebar moves down the file . If you spacebar down until the end of the
file, more exits. Otherwise, you can quit at any time by striking q (no enter
necessary).
move (or rename) specified file to a newfile . Best to use the inquiry option by default: mv -i file newfile so that the computer asks the user to
confirm renaming if a file called newfile already exists and will be overwritten. This can be made the default by aliasing mv to \mv -i: alias mv=‘‘
\mv -i’’ in .bashrc or .aliases, if sourced by .bashrc.
Change password. Follow the instructions.
print working directory (i.e., print current location in directory structure).
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Command
rm file

rm directory
rsync source
destination

screen

C-a c
C-a n
C-a n
C-a p
C-a number
C-a A
C-a d
screen -r
exit
sdiff file1 file2

svn command

REFERENCE TABLE

Description
UNIX (continued)
remove (or delete) the specified file . Best to use the inquiry option by
default: \rm -i file so that the computer asks the user to confirm deletion.
This can be made the default by aliasing rm to \mv -i: alias rm=‘‘ \rm
-i’’ in .bashrc or .aliases, if sourced by .bashrc.
To delete a directory and all of its contents: \rm -rf directory , where
\ defaults to the UNIX rm (no inquiry), r enables recursive deletion, and f
forces deletion.
remove (or delete) the specified directory , which must be empty. Otherwise, see \rm -rf directory above.
rsync enables the smart syncing of contents between directories and/or computers. See Section 1.3 above. The most important options are:
-r: recursive syncing of everything under the source .
-a: archival syncing; preserve time stamps.
-v: verbose mode; print what’s going on.
-z: zip the files before sending; potentially saves time when sending over
the network.
-u: update sync only; move only changed files (determined by time stamp);
do not overwrite anything newer; may be redundant with -a.
-K: treat symbolic links as files.
-n: dry run; don’t actually send anything but show what would be sent.
--exclude=‘‘string ’’: exclude files or directory matching the string
(e.g., --exclude "CVS/" would not sync any CVS directories or their contents).
This program turns one terminal into several windows; this is especially
useful when working remotely on a machine. See Section 1.5 above. The
most useful commands are as follows:
To open (or create) a new window.
To move between windows.
To go to the next window.
To go to the previous one, or
to go to the given number .
Customize the window title.
“detatch” the session.
“restore” a screen session.
to quit each window, exiting the last window will close the screen session.
Show the differences between file1 and file2 side-by-side. The lines
from both files are lined-up side-by-side, as best as possible. Lines with
differences are separated with a vertical line (|) in the middle. Lines in
file1 only have a left bracket (<) in the middle. Lines in file2 only have
a right bracket (>) in the middle. It’s often best to pipe (|) the sdiff output
to less.
subversion (see Section 1.4.1 above). Basic commands are same as described
for cvs above.
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ssh computer

tail file
which command
vi
command &

.
*

file

|

command < file

command > newfile
C-a
C-c
C-e
C-k
C-w
C-y
C-z

REFERENCE TABLE

Description
UNIX (continued)
secure shell is the typical way of logging into machines: e.g., ssh -X
username @computer . The -X enables “X11 forwarding”, which means
that windows from the remote machine can “pop-up” locally. (Sometimes
-Y is needed instead or in addition to -X). Depending on how the users
$HOME/.ssh/config file is setup, the computer can be a shorthand (e.g.,
guavanator) but a full address (e.g., guavanator.uhh.hawaii.edu) will always work.
Print the last ten lines (or tail) of file .
Print the full path to the command , if it exists, otherwise print nothing or a
statement relating to what directories searched.
Enter VI text editor in the shell.
Execute the command in the “background,” which means the shell prompt remains active and ready for new commands. This is useful when the command
is to open a program (e.g., emacs &).
The period (.) “sources” or executes the given file (e.g., .bashrc).
The asterisk (*) is a “wildcard” character in UNIX. If one wants to list all
the files in a directory that have a .lines suffix, enter ls *.lines.
The pipe (|) takes the output from the command to the left and inputs it
into the command on the right. Any number of pipes can be lined up. For
example, one can grep the cvs status output for the word “Modified” and
pipe it to less: cvs status | grep Modified | less.
The left bracket, <, redirects the contents of the file (on the right) to the
command (on the left). For example, mail -s ‘‘Subject ’’ email < file
emails the contents of file to the provided email with the subject shown.
The right bracket, >, redirects the output of the command (on the left) to
the new file (newfile ); if newfile exists, the system will complain.
[control-plus-a] Move the cursor to the beginning of the line.
[control-plus-c] cancels whatever is going on in a terminal.
[control-plus-e] Move the cursor to the end of the line.
[control-plus-k] Cut (or delete) everything to the right of the cursor position.
[control-plus-w] Delete the word immediately to the left of the cursor position.
[control-plus-y] Paste (yank) the word or phrase cut (or deleted) last.
[control-plus-z] Suspends whatever is going on in a terminal, and enables
the user to use the command line. fg can bring the last suspended process to
the foreground. If there are multiple suspended processes, use jobs to print
a list of the processes, then fg number to bring that specific job number to
the foreground.
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CM-

C-a
C-e
C-g
C-h t
C-r
C-s
C-u
C-w
C-x b
C-x C-c
C-x C-f

C-x C-s
C-x k
C-x r

C-x 1
C-x 2
C-x 3
C-x 3
C-y
C-

REFERENCE TABLE

Description
Emacs
Indicates use of the command uses the control key.
Indicates use of the “meta” key, which is the esc key typically.
Commands that look like C-g can be executed by striking the control and
g keys simultaneously.
Commands that look like C-x b can be executed by striking the control
and x keys simultaneously, then b.
Commands that look like C-x-c can be executed by holding down the
control key while x and c are struck in sequence.
Move cursor to beginning of line (same as UNIX).
Move cursor to end of line (same as UNIX).
Quit the current operation in the minibuffer.
Open the help tutorial. To exit, C-x k.
Search the buffer in “reverse” for the input expression.
search “forward” in the buffer for the input expression.
Undo last edit.
Cut text.
Switch buffer (or file), where you can enter the name of other file (that’s
already open) in the minibuffer.
Close Emacs.
Open file (via the minibuffer at the bottom; behaves like a UNIX prompt).
Via a “module” called tramp, Emacs can open files on a different computer
with ssh (secure shell). To activate this remote access, the user would enter, in the minibuffer: /ssh:computer :file , where the forwardslash (/)
escapes the local directory; ssh signals the use of tramp; computer is
the computer DNS (e.g., guavanator.uhh.hawaii.edu) or IP address (e.g.,
132.160.60.110); and file is the file (possibly with path). If the username is not the same on the local and remote machine, the call would be:
/ssh:username@computer :file .
save file.
kill (or close) buffer (or file); verification prompt appears in the minibuffer.
Activate rectangle key bindings. This enables manipulation (e.g., cutting
and pasting) of rectangular regions of text (e.g., columns). For example,
if one places the cursor at the upper-left of a rectangular region, enters
C-spacebar, then moves to the lower-right of the rectangular region and
C-x r w, it cuts the rectangular region. This rectangular region can be
pasted (”yanked”) at any cursor location with C-x r y.
Remove split windows.
Split Emacs window in two horizontally. Can be used multiple times; each
instance will split the current frame horizontally.
Split Emacs window in two vertically. Can be used multiple times; each
instance will split the current frame vertically.
Remove split windows.
Paste (or “yank”) copied/highlighted text.
Undo last edit.
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C-spacebar

M-w
M-x command
ediff-buffer

goto-line
idlwave-mode
ispell-buffer
recover-session
revert-buffer
sort-column

M-x command (cont’d)

M-<
M->

REFERENCE TABLE

Description
Emacs (continued)
“Mark set” means the current location is the beginning of the region to be
included in the next key binding. For example, one can C-spacebar in the
middle of a paragraph, then move the cursor to the end of the paragraph
and C-w to cut the text in-between.
Copy selected text.
Execute Emacs command, which include a wide range of options. After
command , strike center. Some of the more useful commands include:
intelligently compare two buffers. “Intelligent” because Emacs handles differences in white spaces better than UNIX’s diff or sdiff. In the minibuffer,
Emacs will ask the user to identify “Buffer A to compare” then “Buffer B.”
Both buffers will be displayed, and a little Emacs window will pop-up; it has
the help information if one enters ?. But basically, striking n will go to the
next difference. The user can choose to place the highlighted Buffer A region
into Buffer B (a), place the highlighted Buffer B region into Buffer A (b),
or just move to the next difference (n). To quit, strike q while in the little
ediff-buffer help window.
Jump to the input line number; useful for debugging code.
Color the buffer with the default IDL-code colors. (Useful for highlighting
batch files. Also, the blah-mode works for many languages.)
Check the buffer interactively for spelling. This requires some setting up,
so it may not work on all Emacs immediately, but it’s very useful!
recover a session that e.g., crashed and may not have been saved. Follow
the instructions.
revert the buffer to the version written to disk. Emacs will ask, in the
minibuffer, if this will cause loss of changes to the current buffer.
If mark set (C-spacebar) at the upper-left of a column and M-x
sort-column executed at the lower-right, the rectangular region (or column)
will be sorted in ascending order.
And actually, Emacs will “tell” the user, in the minibuffer, if there is a shorter
key binding that accomplishes the same as the M-x command . Also, entering
tab after typing a few characters will display completion options, and only
as many characters as make the command unique need be entered (e.g., often
buff is sufficient).
Move cursor to beginning of buffer.
Move cursor to end of buffer.
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alog(number )
alog10(number )
and
break
case option of
opt1 : begin
[cmds1]
end
opt2 : begin
[cmds2]
end
[...]
else: begin
[cmds]
end
endcase
cd, ‘path file ’

continue

double(something )
exit
exp(number )
findpro,’name ’

finite(variable )

float(something )

REFERENCE TABLE

Description
IDL
Evaluate the natural log (log-base-e) of number .
Evaluate the log-base-10 of number .
Joins two logical expressions, that both must evaluate to true (1) for the
combined expression to be true.
Exits a for or while statement completely. A cheating way of coding,
period.
The syntax for a case statement in its full glory. A case statement evaluates which of the variables optN matches the driver variable option (i.e.,
(option eq optN ) = 1). Only the command(s) associated (i.e., following
the colon or between the following begin-end, e.g., [cmdsN] ) the match-tooption are executed; the rest are ignored. [Compare this to how a switch
statement (not described here) behaves in IDL.] The begin-end syntax must
be used if there is more than one command to be executed. The else case
is optional but it’s generally a good habit to include it; if nothing else, it
can execute the printing of a warning message.

change the working directory to path file , which is a string argument
(scalar) to the program cd. The path file must obey the operating system’s directory and naming (and capitalization) rules.
Skips the following command(s) in a for or while statement and increments
to the next iteration of the loop. A cheating way of not using an if-else
statement in the loop.
Convert the something (likely a string) to a double.
exit the session.
Evaluate the expression enumber .
Print the directory location(s) of the input program name (scalar). For
example, findpro, ’printcol’ will result in Procedure printcol found
in directory /Users/Shared/idl/xidl/General/ being printed to the
screen. If the command were findpro, ’readcol’ potentially many locations would be printed to the screen; the first one listed would be the
default one (found first in the IDL PATH environment variable; see §1.2). If
the program were an intrinsic IDL procedure, findpro would print so.
Evaluate whether or where (if array) the variable is finite (not equal to
infinity, Inf, or not-a-number, NaN). The function returns a variable of the
same dimensionality as the input (variable ), with 1’s and/or 0’s depending
on whether the element is finite or not. Useful optional arguments include
/infinity to evaluate where the variable is infinite and /nan to evaluate
where the input is not-a-number.
Convert the something (likely a string, array or scalar) to a float.
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for ii =ilo,ihi do
begin
[cmds]
endfor
format=
’(expression )’

if logical exp
then begin
[if cmds]
endif else begin
[else cmds]
endelse
help, variable

mod
not

REFERENCE TABLE

Description
IDL (continued)
The syntax for a for loop in its full glory. The begin-endfor syntax must be
used if there is more than one command to be executed. IDL increments the
counting variable, ii , from the lower number, ilo , to the upper number,
ihi , where ihi must be greater.
Generally useful optional argument for the formatting of read input and
written output. Syntax for formatting strings is as follows: cn.d , where c
is the format code (a for string, i for integer, f for float or double, e for
scientific notation); n is the total number of character spaces (including any
minus sign, decimal place, etc.); and d is the number of decimal places. For
example, print,1,10,1e2,format=’(i1,1x,f4.1,1x,e7.1)’ will print 1
10.0 1.0e+02, where the m x places m number of spaces.
The syntax for an if-else statement in its full glory. The begin-end syntax
must be used if there is more than one command to be executed. There does
not have to be an else component.

Print information about the given variable , such as type and size. If no
argument provided, help prints information for all declared variables. To be
used from the command line.
Returns the remainder of integer division. For example, 10 mod 5 = 2.
“Flips” the result of a logical expression, so if it were true (1), would become
false (0).
Returns the number of elements (or size) of the given variable .

num =
n elements(variable )
openr, n, name
open a file, name (scalar), for reading, designated with number n . Read
lines with readf.
openw, n, name
open a file, name (scalar), for writing, designated with number n . Most
common optional argument is /append, which doesn’t overwrite what may
exist in name , but simply adds to it. Write lines with printf.
or
Joins two logical expressions, either of which must evaluate to true (1) for
the combined expression to be true.
print, something
print the something to the screen, where the something can be a variable
(if one wants to see what it’s set to) or a math command (if one wants to
use IDL as a calculator).
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printcol, var1,
var2, [...], var8
printf, n,
something
pwd
readcol, filename,
var1, var2, [...],
var25

readf, n, line

retall
return

size(variable )

spawn,
’unix command ’

stop

stregex(string,
regexp )

string(something )

REFERENCE TABLE

Description
IDL (continued)
print the variables e.g., var1 , var2 , etc. (eight max), as columns to the
screen. The only optional argument is format= (see above). An IDL user
library code.
print the something (numbers or strings, one or many variables) to the
open file, with associated number n . Typically used with a format= expression (see above).
print working directory, just like the UNIX command. The output can be
saved to an IDL string variable with a call like: pwd, curr dir .
read the columns of the input file filename into the variables e.g., var1 ,
var2 , etc.; 25 columns readable. Some optional arguments can be viewed
by just entering readcol with no arguments. Some of the more useful ones
include: comment= (string representing a comment line, not to be read in,
e.g., ’#’); delimiter= (string indicating separation of columns, e.g., ’,’);
format= (see above); and /silent (to suppress messages). An IDL user
library code.
read the current line of opened-for-reading file (see openr), designated with
number n . The whole line will be stored in variable line , which is typically
a string that is then parsed (see strsplit()).
return all processes; to use in case of crashes from the command line.
return (or exit) a program, which otherwise proceeds to end. For functions,
the syntax is return, variable and must be executed. There can be several return statements, in various conditional statements, etc, but only the
first to be executed will be executed.
Return multi-element array with information about the variable ; check out
Exelis documentation. Basically (size(variable, /dim))[0] will equal
the result of n elements(). Other useful options include: /n dim to return
the number of dimensions and /type to return the IDL data type “key” (e.g.,
7 for a string, 8 for a structure, etc.)
Execute (or spawn) the UNIX process, unix command (scalar) , from the IDL
session. The results of the process can be piped to an IDL variable: spawn,
’unix command ’, variable , where variable will be a scalar or array of
a string or numerical datatype.
Forces IDL to stop at the current location in the code, which is exceedingly
useful for debugging. Often used inside an if statement. Can be followed
by a something to be printed to the screen (see print).
Search the given string, string , for matches to the given regular
expression, regexp . A regular expression is worthy of its own tutorial,
but suffice it to say it’s a word or phrase. By default, stregex() returns
an index array (see where()) where the logical expression(s) evaluates to
true. A useful optional argument is /boolean, which causes stregex() to
evaluate to true (1), if the regexp is matched, or false (2), if not.
Convert the something (one or more variables, of any type) to a string.
Often used with a format= expression (see above).
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output =
strlowcase(string)
prs =
strsplit(string,
expression )

output =
strupcase(string)
sqrt(number )
index =
where(logical exp )

while logical exp
do begin
[cmds]
endwhile
writecol,
filename, var1,
var2, [...], var29
writef, n,
something
.c file
.r file
;

&
$

REFERENCE TABLE

Description
IDL (continued)
Make the input string all lower case.
split the string string , which is treated like an array of characters, at
the locations matching expression . The function will return an index array
(see where()) to prs , which corresponds to the indices in string following
matches to expression . It’s often more useful to use the optional argument
\extract to return the actual snippets of string between expression .
This is useful for parsing a line read-in from a comma-separated variable
file.
Make the input string all upper case.
Take the square root of the number .
The where() function evaluates the logical expression (logical exp ) and
returns an “index array,” which contains the indices of the input array(s)
where the logical expression(s) evaluate to true. If nothing matches, -1 is
returned. If a variable is provided after logical exp (after a comma), the
number of elements in index will be stored there. Other optional arguments
include: complement=, which will be the indices of the input array(s) where
the logical expression(s) evaluate to false; and n complement=, which will be
the number of elements in complement= array.
The syntax for a while loop in its full glory. The begin-endwhile syntax
must be used if there is more than one command to be executed (as is
typical). The logical expression, logical exp , is a condition to be checked
every iteration of the while loop; to avoid an infinite loop, something in the
commands ([cmds] ) must change.
write the variables e.g., var1 , var2 , etc. (29 max), as columns to the designated file, filename (scalar) . The only optional arguments are: filnum=,
which can be set to an integer representing a file open for writing; and fmt=,
which behaves like format= above. An IDL user library code.
write the something (numbers or strings, one or many variables) to the
opened-for-writing file (see openw), designated with number n . Typically
used with a format= expression (see above).
compile the program or function called or contained in file .
Compile or re-compile the program or function called or contained in file .
Begin comment; comment runs to line break. Recommended convention:
double semicolons for comment-only lines and single semicolons for comments after lines of code. Comment-only lines (preceded by ;;) should be
flush left outside of programs and functions and aligned with code in programs and functions.
Separate operations in one line.
Enable current command to continue on new line.
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#

##

$ unix command
?

REFERENCE TABLE

Description
IDL (continued)
Matrix operator; multiplies columns of first array by rows of second array.
The number of columns in the first array must equal the number of rows in
the second array. Results in a two-dimensional array with the same number of columns as the first array and same number of rows as the second
array. For example, arr 2x3 = arr 2x5 # arr 5x3, where e.g., arr n xm =
arr gen(n,m ).
Matrix operator; multiplies the rows of first array by columns of second
array. The number of rows in the first array must equal the number of
columns in the second array. Results in a two-dimensional array with the
same number of rows as the first array and same number of columns as the
second array. For example, arr 2x3 = arr 5x3 ## arr 2x5, where e.g.,
arr n xm = arr gen(n,m ).
Execute the UNIX command, unix command . The dollar sign ($) “escapes”
the IDL environment, allowing what follows it to be used by the shell.
Summons the IDL help manual. Often ? is followed by a specific IDL routine
for which more information is needed. The IDL help manual as loaded by ?
is annoying; better to go to Exelis directly: http://www.exelisvis.com/
docs/using_idl_home.html. To be used from the command line.
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